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IM Chemistry 
May 2007 Session 

Examiners’ Report 
 

 

Part 1: Statistical Information  

The examination consists of a single 3-hour paper divided into three sections: all fourteen 
short questions in Sections A and the five, longer and structured questions in section B 
are compulsory while candidates choose 2 questions from four essay-type items in 
Section C. 
 
Thirty four candidates registered for the examination (as in May 2006) but only thirty 
three sat for the paper. 
 
The grade distribution is given in Table 1. 
 
Table 1: Grades awarded in the May 2007 session 

Grade A B C D E F Abs Total 

Number 6 2 4 8 1 12 1 34 

% of Total 17.7 5.9 11.8 23.5 2.9 35.3 2.9 100% 

 

Part 2: Comments regarding performance 

The average mark was 47% with a standard deviation of 18.3; the average was 7 
percentage points lower than that obtained in May 2006.  
 
A good number of candidates were able to use the mole concept correctly and to work out 
satisfactorily problems in the exam paper on related subjects such as gas volumes, molar 
concentrations etc. This positive trend was already evident last year and it is reassuring to 
see its continuation this year. On the negative side, organic chemistry remains a difficult 
objective for intermediate chemistry students. Moreover, simple chemical formulae 
continue to appear written incorrectly and chemical equations to be presented in an 
unbalanced form.  This could be due to insufficient preparation for the examination by 
students who may not have studied chemistry before studying it at Intermediate level. 
 
Specific remarks on individual questions follow and are intended to be read in 
conjunction with the examination paper.  
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Section A 
 
In questions (Qs) 1 and 2, mainly on electronic structure and bonding, answers were 
generally good to very good although, in Q 2 there was some confusion between 
electronegativity and bond energy and some students had problems determining the order 
in polarity of the given bonds. 
 
In Q 3 on the structure of sodium chloride, some students gave dot and cross diagrams for 
the ions rather than a diagram of the unit cell showing clearly the coordination number of 
both cation and anion. Q 4 on the ideal gas equation was completely omitted by a number 
of students but those who attempted it did quite well. In Q 5, marks were lost due to the 
fact that state symbols were not included in part (a). 
 
Performance in Q 6 on organic amines was not good: only a few candidates produced 
fully correct answers; several only managed to draw the formula of the secondary amine 
correctly. In Q 7, many students gave structural, instead of geometric, isomers of but-2-
ene. Answers in Q 8 were satisfactory except for certain unexpected mistakes in the 
writing of chemical formulae, e.g., Ag(NO3)2 and ZnNO3.  
 
Q9 on the reactions of propan-1-ol and Q 12 on organic conversions proved formidable to 
most candidates and in both questions about 2/3 of candidates scored zero marks.  
 
On the other hand, Q 10 on oxidation numbers, Q 11 on nuclear chemistry as well as Qs 
13 and 14, respectively on heats of reaction and chemical equilibrium were well 
answered. 
 
Section B 
 
In part (a) of Q 15, several candidates gave completely wrong answers mentioning 
substances that had no relation to the questions asked.  In part (b), only a few candidates 
were able to write a correct equation to represent the reaction of magnesium hydride and 
water; moreover, even though it was given that MgH2 is an ionic substance, several 
candidates drew dot and cross diagrams showing electron sharing. In part (d), quite a few 
respondents gave answers in terms of moles of silane rather than number of molecules. 
 
Answers to Q 16 were generally modest: several candidates were unfamiliar with the 
concept of complex ion and only a few were aware of the fact that chlorine oxidizes 
FeCl2 to FeCl3; even fewer could write a correct ionic equation for this change. Most 
candidates could, however, name an industrial process which uses iron as a catalyst. 
 
Most candidates could calculate correctly the pH of the given solutions in part (b) of Q 17 
but then only few were able to write a correct equation for the dissociation of ammonia in 
aqueous solution; the calculation in part (e) was also generally performed quite 
acceptably. 
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Judging from the answers to Q 18, it appears that most candidates were unaware of the 
fact that peaks in the mass chromatogram are caused by positively charged ions; only 
very few could explain the difference between the mass spectra of the two butane 
isomers. In part (d)(iv), a frequent mistake was that of students describing how a mass 
spectrometer works instead of explaining how molecular and fragment ions form. 
 
In Q 19, candidates were generally able to identify initiation, termination and propagation 
steps in the mechanism. Fewer candidates could recognize X as ethene in part (c) and the 
process of cracking is apparently not well known to them.  
 
Section C 
 
Only three candidates attempted Q 20 which dealt with simple qualitative, mostly 
inorganic, analysis: moreover, the marks obtained were low, except in one case. This 
situation is presumably largely the result of lack of experience of the chemical laboratory.  
 
Q 21, on thermochemistry, was a very popular question. The average mark was 16/40 and 
the problem here was not the calculation but the descriptive answers which were 
frequently not up to standard. 
 
Q 22 was another popular choice where performance was somewhat better than in Q 21. 
Again, the calculations in part (b) were performed very well by a good number of 
candidates. On the other hand, in parts (c) and (d), most answers were incorrect with the 
majority of candidates stating, among other things, that iodine is released as a gas in the 
reaction of chlorine with KI. 
 
Only five candidates attempted Q 23 on the properties of organic isomers with formula 
C3H8O: of these, four performed excellently and obtained high marks showing that 
students can achieve good results even in organic chemistry when they prepare well. 
 
 
  
Chairperson 
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